
Dispute Resolution
Professional Negligence

We understand that the main driver for clients is the early 
resolution of disputes on acceptable financial teams and 
with that in mind, although we have considerable trial 
experience, we support all forms of alternative dispute 
resolution and seek to successfully resolve claims through 
mediation on a regular basis.

Our areas of expertise include acting for businesses 
and individual claimants against professionals such as: 
accountants, architects, barristers, engineers, financial 
advisors, insurance brokers, solicitors, surveyors and 
valuers.

Our recent cases include: 

•  Acting for an individual in a claim against former solicitors 
for failure to advise fully on costs consequences and 
merits of case 

•  Acting for two individuals in pursuing a claim against a 
financial advisor in respect of entering into Enterprise 
Investment Schemes 

•  Acting for an individual in a claim against a former 
solicitor for negligent advice on the financial implications 
arising out of the structure of a divorce settlement 

•  Acting for a company in a claim against solicitors who 
gave negligent advice in a property transaction causing 
substantial loss.

To make an enquiry without any obligation call 
us on Freephone 0800 884 0164 or email us at 
UCULawExtra@slatergordon.co.uk. 

Professional Negligence

Our team is well respected for advising in disputes involving the provision of 
professional services whether that is the instruction of a solicitor in the handling 
of a divorce or an accountant preparing companies accounts. We act on behalf 
of all types of claimants; both organisations and individuals, and pride ourselves 
on delivering clear and commercially focused advice in this complex area of law 
requiring specific litigation experience and expertise.

The complete Union legal service.
Making the difference.
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